Slide for Disclosures
(There are 3 ways that Disclosure can be addressed)
Option 1: I have the following financial relationships to disclose:

Company A*
Company B
Company C*
Company D

* Products or services produced by this company are relevant to my presentation.
Option 2: I have the following financial relationships to disclose:

Company A
Company B
Company C
Company D

No Products or services produced by this (these) company (companies) are relevant to my presentation.
Option 3: I have no financial relationships with a commercial entity to disclose.
Topic 1

• Use a **White or clear, solid** background.
• Try to use **black** font color (or color that is clearly seen with background).
• Use large font for the back of the audience to see well (**size 28-36** preferable).
• Avoid overcrowded slides.
Your talk will be **18 minutes** long.

We recommend 2-4 slides of introduction and overview.

5-8 slides per objective.

1-3 summary slides

1 Take-Home messages slide

1 slide on Future Directions

Do not go over 30 slides.
Topic 3

Figures: Avoid complicated slides that are hard to read.
Make tables and figures as simple as possible.
Ex.

You eat. You will poop.
If “no”, see MD
Conclusions

• Make sure all cartoons copies from the web have copyright permission (if applicable).

• Images/figures/photos/tables etc should be sharp and not blurry on slide.

• Avoid any comment or cartoon that might be deemed inappropriate (even if you think it is funny).

• Please turn your slides in by the reviewer deadline so that NASPghan can provide standard feedback.
Take-Home Messages

• 3 (maximum 4) bullet points of take home messages from your talk. Things you want the attendees to remember/recall if nothing else
Future Directions

• This slide is to provide younger learners with unmet needs/ideas on future research etc.
• 2-4 bulleted ideas enough
Thank you for agreeing to speak at NASPGHAN’s annual meeting!!!